69 camaro voltage regulator

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of camaro wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the components of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, and the power and signal connections in between the tools. A
wiring diagram typically provides details concerning the loved one position as well as
arrangement of tools as well as terminals on the gadgets, to assist in structure or servicing the
tool. A photographic diagram would certainly show extra information of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to troubleshoot problems and also to earn sure
that the connections have actually been made which whatever is present. Variety of camaro
wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A very first look at a circuit diagram might be complex, but if you could
check out a metro map, you could review schematics. The objective is the same: receiving from
point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the path that allows power to circulation. If you
understand just what to seek, it ll ended up being force of habit. While initially you ll just be
reviewing them, at some point you will certainly start developing your personal. This guide will
reveal you a few of the typical symbols that you are certain to see in your future electric
engineering job. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the pressure or force of electricity. This
is usually supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electricity, the electrical outlets in
your residence operate at V. Electrical outlets in various other countries run at a various
voltage, which is why you need a converter when traveling. Existing: Existing is the circulation
of electrical energy, or even more specifically, the circulation of electrons. It is determined in
Amperes Amps , and also could only flow when a voltage supply is connected. Resistance:
Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies exactly how quickly electrons can move through
a material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly enable flow
of movement low resistance. Plastic, timber, and air are instances of insulators, hindering the
activity of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Current. DC is a continuous flow of current in
one direction. DC can stream not just through conductors, however semi-conductors,
insulators, as well as also a vacuum. Air Conditioning Alternating Existing. In Air Conditioner,
the circulation of existing regularly rotates between 2 instructions, frequently developing a sine
wave. The frequency of AC is measured in Hertz Hz , and is normally 60 Hz for electricity in
residential and also organisation objectives. Currently s the enjoyable stuff. Completing an
electric engineering degree and afterwards obtaining a work in the field means you will certainly
see a great deal a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s essential to understand exactly
what is going on with these. While they could and also will get extremely complex, these are
simply a few of the common graphics to obtain your ground on. Beginning to make good
sense? These are the fundamentals and may even appear evident or intuitive to you, such as
the cables and also if they are connected. Whenever you identify your details area of electrical
engineering, you might see more intricate layouts and also symbols. You ll learn also that
various countries utilize different icons. As an example, of the 2 symbols for resistors above,
the initial one is used in the United States, while the 2nd is used in Europe. You will additionally
discover the numerous symbols utilized for switches, various other power supplies, inductors,
meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, as well as a lot more. Forum registration problems:
Make sure you enter your email correctly and you check your spam box first. Classified ads are
not allowed on the forum. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss your
activation email? Home Help Search Login Register. Author Topic: Voltage regulator not
working properly? Read times. The connector to my voltage regulator wasn't completly
snapped in, and it came off while driving down a bumpy road. The battery died and upon
inspection I found the connector to the regulator had come free so I reinstalled it firmly and got
a jump. The regulator and alternator worked properly and started re-charging the battery, but
when I went to drive the car again I noticed that characteristic "whining" sound that comes from
the regulator being in the "charging" position. The battery is fully charged but the system won't
stop over-charging it. It's a rebuilt alternator and new voltage regulator. I've attached a picture
of the voltage regulator. There doesn't appear to be any adjustments. Any ideas what's up?
Thanks -. Tweet Logged. Don: I can't help you with the problem that you are having with your
original style, mechanical voltage regulator. However, I do have an upgrade suggestion that I
think would be "money in the bank". There are replacement "solid state" regulators that are
physically the same size and footprint of the original. The only difference is that the cover
doesn't say "Delco-Remy" like the original one does. Going to the local Chevy dealership won't
help. Although you can still get a GM replacement voltage regulator, it is the mechanical original
style. GM doesn't offer a solid state alternative. Although I am very much into "originality" when
it comes to maintaining and restoring our classic Camaro rides, this is one area where you can
perform an upgrade that definitely makes sense and it will be transparent with one very small

exception to anyone who is looking. If you decide to use one of these solid state voltage
regulators, in order to keep the appearance "original" you will have to replace the cover with an
original Delco-Remy cover from an original regulator. The original cover has the words
"Delco-Remy" stamped in it. The cover on the solid state regulators that I have seen are all held
on by screws. The cover on orginal regulators was riveted in place. No big deal, drill out the
rivets and the cover comes off. Install the Delco-Remy cover on the solid state regulator base,
bolt it in place, hook up the connector and you are done - no adjustments - nothing to adjust.
The one small difference in appearance is that the Delco-Remy cover will be bolted in place
instead of riveted. To me a small concession for this reliability upgrade. Both my 69 RS and my
66 Chevelle have solid state voltage regulators with original Delco-Remy covers and I haven't
had any problems. Thanks for the tip. Are these solid state regs made of diodes? Typically solid
state means diodes. Thanks for clarification. Don, I got one from Auto Zone for 12 bucks. Works
like a charm so far 2 years. You can tell the difference between the solid state regulators
because they're not as tall as the coil ones. Mine's about 2" tall. Voltage should never get above
Typically, you should see anywhere from If you get above 15 volts, you start boiling the water
out of the battery and believe me, over time it makes a real mess and causes lots of rust
problems!! Don't ask Ed "Bert" Bertrand email me! Thanks Ed and Rich. I'm going to get a new
regulator, specifically ask for solid state. If this doesn't do the trick I'm going to pull the
alternator and bring it to get tested. I will post back with my results. So far this forum has been
my only source of assistance. I've looked all over the internet and haven't gotten as far as I have
here with just a couple posts. Thanks again. I really appreciate the help. Don, Okay, I found the
part number you want to get. Thanks Ed! I went to Autozone tonight with my alternator and it
tested bad. I'm bringing it back to the place I got it to see if I can get anything back for it - just
bought it a month ago at most. I also ordered the solid state reg like you suggested. Wish me
luck on the alternator! Been on the road for a couple of days and just now getting a chance to
catch up with the lataest posts. The solid state regulator has one small circuit board inside with
a few resistors, diodes, etc. No moving parts - nothing to adjust. When you pick it up and hold it
in your hand, you can immediately tell that you are holding the electronic version because it
isn't nearly as heavy as the original mechanical style. Good luck. I am looking at using the VR
voltage regulator as well for reliability. Does anyone know if the 'guts' of the solid state unit can
be swapped onto the base of an original Delco unit? The NOS unit has small adjustment knobs
on it, but I have never had good luck adjusting them in the past. Here's what Rich wrote below I
am very much into "originality" when it comes to maintaining and restoring our classic Camaro
rides, this is one area where you can perform an upgrade that definitely makes sense and it will
be transparent with one very small exception to anyone who is looking. I think Jeff is looking to
keep that part as well, and I just can't say if transferring the internals from the original AC Delco
to the VR is possible. I would assume you could do it but since I've never tired the transfer, I
can't say for sure. Jeff, give it a shot on an old used regulator not you "correct" date coded one
, and let us know how it works out. If I had an old Delco regulator, I'd try it, but I tossed all mine
out years ago like a fool! Exactly - I'm trying to keep the bottom half of the regulator that has the
part and date code. I actually still have the original regulator that came on my car from the
factory, so I will pick up a VR and see if I can make it work with the original base. If I can, I will
just have my original base re-plated after the necessary modifications. I love these fun little
projects Jeff, Good luck and by all means, please keep us informed. Guys - good news! I had my
alternator retested at another AutoZone and it tested fine. I was a little suspicious at the first
AutoZone since two other new alternators failed along with mine. Works like a champ! This is
thing is spot on as well - no variation in the voltage even at higher RPMs. Great tip - thanks
again! Now on to the temp sensor SMF 2. Forum registration problems: Make sure you enter
your email correctly and you check your spam box first. Classified ads are not allowed on the
forum. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss your activation email? Home
Help Search Login Register. Author Topic:!!! Dilusi Newbie Posts: 4. Hi All, I bought a 69 from a
guy that'd been scammed by a local Camaro guy I got the car with new paint, motor,
transmission, four goofed up tires It'd been in storage for two years and was pretty dry. As I did
all of the work like interior, bumpers, glass, etc. Which were all new Anyway, as I was literally
DONE with the car the blinkers stopped working and then a myriad of electrical bugs hit me and
I am at my wits end and need your help!!! So far I have a new battery with new cables that has
been directly grounded to the engine block, sub-frame, and radiator support. The engine has
been grounded to the firewall in two places and also grounded to the brake booster mounts
from the back of the head. All grounds have been sanded clean and most have di-electric
grease on them. I have thoroughly cleaned all connections on the voltage regulator, horn relay,
harness to fuse block, the two grounds on either side of the engine compartment by battery and
horn relay and have replaced all of the fuses. The rear tail-light harness is new and all others

that I know of have been cleaned. Most of the lights work as desired with the exception of the
passenger parking lamp and the passenger rear blinker. The parking lamp does not work when
the lights are on but works in all other conditions. As I've worked on this a variety of the
Tell-Tale lights and guage lights would either work, or not, and then often change. As it is now,
the guage lights are the only lights not currently working. I feel as if this is a bad ground or a
short but simply cannot isolate the problem Tweet Logged. David, elec gremlins are the worst.
You didnt mention the short ground wire that is on the Neg cable at the battery Also, if the car
had new paint, all the grounds should have a star washer under the terminals so it cuts into the
paint to reach the steel surface for a grounding 'touch'. Those star washers have solved alot of
issues over the years. Seems like you have the other elec. Hopefully others can also comment.
Click is Jim , central Minn. Moderator at Team Camaro Thanks for replying. Since I have a
completely new battery and connections, I actually relocated the ground you mentioned from
the fender to radiator support behind the battery and connected it with another harness ground
that typically would be connected to the radiator support just below the hot isolator. Any place
that I put a ground I used a small piece of sandpaper or an emory board and took the paint
down to medal So, the car as a whole could almost be a lightening rod it's so grounded!! I feel
like there is a ground that I'm not aware of Thanks, -David. Stingr69 Hero Member Posts: It
sounds like a ground problem to me. I would start by not re-engineering the battery cable hook
up and put the cable where it was originally located on the inner fender. I know the rad support
is bolted but you may not have a good conn between the support and the fender. The paint is
probably in the way. It has rubber biscuits at the subframe so the only chance you have to make
strong contact is the fender to support interface or maybe the hood latch would be enough?
Just my first instinct. Thanks Guys. I tried what you suggested first Yes, your list is a good
start. It could very well be a missing ground. Are you still havng problems?? I would plan on
replacing every wiring harness at some point in time as you go through the car. That what I am
doing. Those 40 year old harnesses get pretty brittle. It is going to be a pain but I would pull
both harnesses off at the fuse block and inspect for rust. Learning more and more about less
and less I found the problem s. First, grounds are uber important. If you ever have an issue like
this You'll know as all lights that shine will be much brighter. Next, there was a series of
problems and I have cleaned EVERY connection on this car as well as grounded this thing to
the hilt as well as adding a new rear light harness. Finally, my actual issue is that the steering
column wiring is bad!!! I found two fractured wires that appeared to be just from years of
flexing. They still had two or three copper strands but were junk. I repaired them only to find the
connection is really bad and loose. I cleaned it well and adjusted the small brass connectors to
make them tighter by using a small screwdriver to scrunch them back into place and this has
temporarily fixed my problems. Thanks for your help guys. Best, -David Tittle. David, This may
make you feel a little better I've got a friend who has restored hundreds of English cars which
are notorious for bad wiring , he assumes all the wiring should be checked from the very start. It
beats finding out she won't start the first time you get far from home! And you are right, it is
amazing how much brighter the lights burn when the wiring is right. I though all the bulbs in my
dash and console were burnt out, but once I cleaned a few connections, they burn bright! Hello
David, I know this is an old post from when you had your wiring issues but I find myself exactly
where you were trying to hunt down what I believe to be a grounding issue also with my 69
Camaro. I am wondering how you found those fractured wiring in your steering column. Short of
pulling the whole dash and wiring harness out of the car I am looking for the main dash wiring
harness ground. I found one ground wiring next to the e-brake mechanism and that is good and
clean now, one wire ground under the dash next to the ash tray area and that's good clean and
tight. The wiring diagram shows a harness ground with about black wiring joining at one point
but I can find that point, maybe it's behind the fuse block? I would greatly appreciate any help,
Thanks Grant. David just had the 4 posts shown in this thread, so he may not see your post with
questions. He has not been posting since Hopefully someone else will respond. Do you have a
good wiring diagram? If you have a good VOM meter and know how to use it and a wiring
diagram and know how to read it, it can save tons of trial and error and searching down wires.
Eg, if you have a suspect ground wire, touch the meter on ohms setting to an exposed part of
the wire the ground wires themselves that is , and the other end to whatever metal you think you
are grounded to. Meter should read 0 Ohms, which means you have no resistance, which means
you have a good connection. If no connection exists, meter will read infinite resistance, which
means no connection. This continuity test can be very helpful in finding bad connections.
Another test you can use the meter to perform is to check for correct voltage, in this case 12
Volts DC. For example, I had one of my RS backup lights which did not work. I changed the
bulb, but no change. So I took my meter set on Volts DC, and connected the light power feed
wire to the body metal, ie ground, in the trunk. The reading was something like 3 Volts, so I

knew I had a weak connection some where up stream in the wiring harness. On the feed side of
the connector, I read 12 Volts, like I should have. The connection was bad corroded at that
point. A jumper wire across this connection confirmed the problem, and resulted in a
functioning back up light. Note that I could not have found this problem with a visual inspection
only. SMF 2. Discussion in ' Electrical Systems ' started by ls1adamls1 , Aug 12, Aug 12, 1.
Messages: Likes Received: 0. Last edited: Aug 12, Aug 12, 2. Aug 12, 3. Messages: 23, Likes
Received: 1, What year car? Aug 12, 4. Messages: 2, Likes Received: 7. Aug 12, 5. Aug 12, 6. On
a 70, you probably aren't hearing the voltage regulator buzz. The 70 used an external voltage
regulator, and beside it is mounted the key-in-ignition buzzer. Most likely your column switch is
bad and causing the key reminder to buzz. If that is the problem, simply unplug the buzzer and
leave the regulator alone. It will work just fine without the annoying buzzer. Aug 12, 7. Aug 12, 8.
The voltage regulator is the big square black box. The key reminder is part of the horn relay
which it a smaller silver box mounted near it on the radiator panel. Look to the driver's side of
the regulator, just behind the headlight for the horn relay. It should have some heavy wires
screwed to it for the horn, and a small black and red wire that simply plugs and unplugs for the
key reminder buzzer. Aug 12, 9. Aug 13, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Electrical snafus are
among the most annoying problems with older cars. Unlike tires or bodywork, there's
something about electrical systems that seems to baffle many car crafters. We could blame it on
volt voodoo or the curse of mummy wiring, but the best way to get past all those superstitions
is with some good old-fashioned electrical knowledge. Most direct-current conundrums can be
solved with basic diagnostic work that will point to a simple repair. Dig out that test light and
multimeter because we'll use them as the tip of our wiring attack spear to root out all those
nasty electrical gremlins. Voltage Drop Testing Many common electrical difficulties can be
diagnosed by using a simple voltage drop test to discover the root of the problem. The voltage
drop test is a dynamic test intended for use mainly with high-current draw systems, such as the
starting system, charging system, or items such as a heater fan, electric fuel pump, or electric
cooling fans. Performing this test will require a digital multimeter. The number displayed on the
multimeter during the test will indicate the amount of voltage lost to resistance through a
connection or a cable in the circuit. The beauty of this test is that we can break down a complex
circuit into individual components to home in on the real problem. A voltage drop test uses
small voltage readings measured within a circuit as an indication of resistance. Most
high-current flow, low-resistance circuits-like a simple length of battery cable-should generate a
0. Dynamic testing means this voltage drop can only be measured when a load is applied to the
circuit, as when the engine is cranking. If the cable measures 0. Making the connections for the
test is easy. You set the meter on volts and place the negative lead to one end of the cable and
the positive lead to the other end of the battery cable. Not too long ago, we ran into a hard-start
issue with a '68 small-block Camaro. The car had a new battery, cables, and starter but still
suffered slow-cranking woes. The new cables were suspicious, so we checked the voltage drop
for the battery cables by setting our multi-meter on the lowest scale some models, like our
Equus, do this automatically. Next, we pulled the coil wire out of the distributor cap and
grounded it so the engine would not start. We placed the multimeter test leads on the positive
battery post end of the positive cable and the other lead on the positive cable connection at the
starter motor. Then we had a friend crank the engine while we read the meter. We discovered
that brand-new discount-store battery cable measured a 0. On the ground side, the voltage drop
resistance was even greater at a 1. Retesting resulted in only a 0. The car cranked over like it
had 24 volts because the battery could now deliver all its cranking amps to the starter instead of
losing it to resistance. This photo simulates a voltage-drop test on the positive battery cable.
Place the positive voltmeter test lead on the battery side of the cable and the negative lead on
the starter motor cable connection. If the voltmeter reads more than 0. Remember, voltage drop
will only work with the engine cranking. Do not crank the starter for more than 10 seconds to
avoid overheating and damaging the starter. Charge It In the musclecar days, a typical car came
with a amp alternator, a separate regulator, and perhaps an entire electrical load of 30 amps
with the heater and headlights at full song. But today, it's not unusual for a typical street car to
be fitted with a pair of electric fans 30 amps. Add an electric fuel pump amps , a CD ignition
amps , and even airbags with a compressor amps , and the electrical load at idle could easily
equal amps. Now add a corroded cable or connection and a year-old charging system harness,
and you have a recipe for an excessive load on that original alternator and a quick drain on the
battery when the voltmeter dips below 11 volts. But before you instantly blame the alternator,
try performing a simple charging-system test. Start the engine, put a load on the alternator by
turning the heater and headlights on, and use your fingers to feel the main charging-system

circuit between the alternator and battery for unusually warm connections. Resistance builds
heat. The hotter the connection, the more current and voltage are being lost. We discovered that
the main charge wire connection next to the battery on our El Camino felt warm where the stud
and wire connectors had corroded. A simple cleanup fixed the problem and improved our
charging-system performance. Following are a few basic diagnostic steps you can take to cure
your charging-system ills. Tech Tip: Never disconnect a battery cable to test the output of an
alternator with the engine running. The voltage spike could permanently damage the alternator.
Even the best '60s alternators were not designed to generate maximum output at idle. At best, a
amp external regulator alternator left can output perhaps 40 amps at idle. We knew that fitting
our Chevelle with a pair of big, inch Spal electric fans was going to tax the charging system with
a minimum current draw of 40 amps with the fans running, so we opted for this Powermaster
12Si amp alternator that can muster as much as 90 amps at idle and amps at full output.
Powermaster tests each alternator for output before it goes out the door. Alternators rated
between 85 and require heavier six- to four-gauge cables to the battery. On '60s GM cars, this
means routing a larger gauge wire from the alternator to the horn relay and all the way to the
positive battery terminal, including that small insulated terminal block next to the battery. The
Powermaster people tell us that the most asked tech question is: "How do I hook up a one-wire
alternator? The only wire that needs to be connected is a cable from the large output terminal
on the alternator to the battery. One-wire alternators begin charging using a circuit that senses
internal voltage once the alternator is spinning fast enough. This is why one-wire alternators
require the engine to be revved past roughly 1, rpm to begin charging. Once energized, one-wire
alternators will charge at idle no problem. Factory three-wire alternators use 12 volts from the
ignition switch to energize the charging circuit, which is why these alternators begin charging
the instant the engine is running. Most aftermarket one-wire alternators are designed so they
can be used as either one-wire or three-wire installations. Go to Ground Electrical systems are
very simple. The most basic circuit feeds power through a wire to the load, like a light bulb, and
then must complete the connection back to the negative side of the battery. Without this return
side of ground, the circuit is incomplete, current will not flow, and the bulb will not light. What
most car crafters overlook is the ground side of the circuit. We've seen this happen to all kinds
of circuits, such as with a simple electric fuel pump wired with an adequate 8-gauge wire on the
positive side but then handicapped with a tiny, gauge ground wire. The ground wire was badly
corroded from heat and severely limited the output of the electric pump because the smaller
ground could not support the current draw back to the battery. We've also experienced bad
grounds in our Chevelle after installing a set of electrical gauges. We noticed that with the
engine running, when we turned the headlights on, the in-cockpit voltmeter would drop roughly
half a volt. Plus, switching the headlights on would make the engine temperature gauge read
higher by 10 degrees. Clearly, we had a poor ground between the body and the battery because
all those factory ground straps between the engine, body, and frame had long since
disappeared. We fabricated several new grounds among the body, frame, and engine, and the
voltage fluctuation and resistance disappeared. More importantly, both the temp and voltmeters
are now more accurate. Tech Tips Electrical problems are often very difficult to track down.
We've run across many of these that are especially common with muscle cars. One of these
might save you a few hours of grief. If your '60s GM musclecar has a left brake light that seems
to have a mind of its own, take a look at the turn-signal switch. A weak turn signal switch will
allow the turn signal lever to drop slightly, disabling the left brake-light circuit. The best fix is a
new turn-signal switch. Rather than plug extra circuits into that original, overloaded fuse box,
why not just add a new six-circuit box like this Painless unit? The new box features blade-type
fuses and plenty of wire to do almost any job. When swapping an HEI distributor into a
musclecar that was originally equipped with points, be sure to use an actual volt switched
power source for the distributor. The original factory wires were resistance wires that reduce
the voltage to around 6 volts and may not even allow the HEI to operate. Run a wire from a
nonfused, volt source on the fuse box that is controlled by the ignition switch. Close Ad. Don't
let those annoying charging or starter circuits get the better of you. We give you just common
sense information you need and no math - promise. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your brows
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er. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Eckler's
warehouse is open, shipping daily and ready to meet all of your automotive needs. Most orders
ship same day! Call us at to place your order so that we can verify and then match the current

retail price. No guess work! No cutting, no worries! For upgrading your charging system to
more commonly used internally regulated alternators used from to Product comes with
installation instructions. Trust Rick's Camaro for all of your upgrade needs! Always choose
quality, choose Rick's Camaro for superior restoration, and performance products! No cutting
no worries! Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery.
SKU Alt : Low Price Guarantee. Read the full guarantee. Fitment Camaro, thru View More. View
More. Availability: In Stock. Add to Cart. Add to Project List. For more information, visit More
Information Alt. More from this Brand. Order Summary. Submit Review.

